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Type A influenza
Sir,
As Dr Hope-Simpson points out in his
editorial (June Journal, pp.267-269), type
A influenza is a true global phenomenon
with distinct seasonal patterns of in-
cidence, showing a coordinated rise and
fall in epidemic viral activity. Type A
epidemics commonly affect distant places,
over a narrow belt of latitudes,
simultaneously (as can be seen from
studies of the 1957,' 1968/92,3 and 19184
pandemics caused by antigenic shifts in
the type A influenza virus). As Hope-
Simpson sugg sts, the question raised is
not whether Me make the present model
of transmissi from type A influenza
based on person to person spread fit the
observed epidemology (it has been shown
there is little evidence to support this
belief), but can we find a new theory
which leads to a more realistic prediction
than we have at present? One theory put
forward in Hope-Simpson's editorial -
the latent carrier hypothesis - clearly
needs further investigation. The theory
has distinct advantages over older ideas
in that it is able to account for both the
seasonality shown by epidemics, the con-
temporanoeus nature of household infec-
tions and also the correlation of epidemic
peaks in widely separated places. It can
also account for the antigenic shift seen
in the influenza virus during pandemic
years.

Another attraction of-this theory is that
it predicts observable effects by which it
can be tested (like any good scientific
theory). We should observe an increased
incidence of influenza in the households
in which one or more individuals con-
tracted clinical influenza in previous
winters. Unfortunately, the present limited
amount of available evidence does not
support this prediction.5'6 One study has
shown that households previously infected
with type A influenza had a 700o reduc-
tion in influenza attack rates in subse-
quent winters.6

It is also difficult to see how identical
strains of the virus can arise and cause

epidemics over widely separated areas
simply by random mutation to escape
specific host immunity. By this
mechanism the odds that random muta-
tion of a particular subtype would give
rise to identical offspring must be in-
finitesimal. Clearly more detailed studies
are required to test the validity of this idea.
One final objection to the idea that the
influenza virus is lying latent in the tissues
of the carrier host is raised by Kilbourne
who states 'There is little evidence to sug-
gest that the influenza virus has the poten-
tial for persistence and latency indeed,
even the most temporate viral strains...are
found to be cytonecrotizing if infected
cells are carefully examined by
microscopy...Therefore it is logical to look
beyond man himself for the origin of
pandemic viruses'7
An alternative viewpoint is to abandon

all attempts to confine influenza under the
mantle of infectious diseases and return
to the commonly held belief of 200 years
ago, that type A influenza is a true air-
bourne pathogen spread on a global scale
by atmospheric phenomena.8 Again this
idea can account for the observed
epidemiology, the seasonality, the nature
of household infections, the correlation
of epidemic peaks in widely separated
places and the latitude dependence of in-
fluenza. However, it does not offer any ex-
planation as to the origin of the causative
viral strains, for the antigenic drift seen
in the interpandemic years, for the an-
tigenic shift causing pandemics and why
viral subtypes of type A influenza re-
emerge after many years of absence.

Despite the limitations described, both
these theories agree better with the observ-
ed behaviour of type A influenza than
does the present theory of person to per-
son spread and they warrant further
evaluation.

JOHN WATKINS
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Health Centre
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Familial
hypercholesterolaemia
Sir,
In their letter (July Journal, pp.348-349)
Drs McCormick and Skrabanek sum-
marize difficulties in showing any benefits
of treatment for hypercholesterolaemia.
This was, however, mostly irrelevant with
regard to the special problems of familial
hypercholesterolaemia, previously ad-
dressed by Lorimer, Mann and others in-
cluding myself (June Journal, p.299).
Familial hypercholesterolaemia is rare,
and general population studies over-
whelmingly recruit patients with less
specific problems, where the duration and
consistency of the lipaemia then found is
not known. From studies of genetic
disorders, including those with delayed ex-
pression, the duration of abnormalities in
plasma correlates with the rate of clinical
expression. Thus in most trials the
background of lipaemia in patients
recruited is uncertain, and clear results
from intervention trials are improbable.
A further confounding factor is the habit
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